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Introduction
The international synchronization of business cycles has long attracted academic and policy interest. From the academic viewpoint, understanding the factors behind the cross-country comovement of output can help shed light on the empirical validity of different classes of theoretical models. From the policy perspective, quantifying the degree of business cycle commonality is a primary consideration from the point of view of optimal currency areas and, more broadly, to assess the merits of independent stabilization policies.
An extensive empirical literature views the international comovement of growth as the reflection of a global business cycle driven by shocks affecting a multitude of countries. Following the contribution of Kose, Otrok and Whiteman (2003) , a number of studies model the cycle as the combined effect of a set of global and regional (and, in some cases, sector-specific) latent common factors; see e.g., Kose, Otrok and Prasad (2012) , Crucini, Kose, and Otrok (2011) , Mumtaz, Simonelli and Surico (2011) , and Karadimitropoulou and Leon-Ledesma (2013) ). This literature finds that the international business cycle can account for a major portion of cyclical GDP fluctuations -as much as 40 percent of their variance in the case of G7 countries, according to the results of Kose, Otrok and Whiteman (2003) .
Another strand of empirical literature stresses growth interdependence arising from economic linkages between countries or regions. This is the approach taken by the extensive Global VAR (GVAR) literature pioneered by Pesaran, Schuermann and Weiner (2004) , and recently surveyed by Chudik and Pesaran (2016) , which underscores the real and financial dependence across countries that arises from their bilateral goods and assets trade. The same basic mechanisms feature in several papers taking a spatial perspective on growth empirics. Thus, Ho, Wang and Yu (2013) find evidence of growth spillovers due to bilateral trade linkages between OECD countries. In the context of a Solow model, they conclude that the estimated rate of convergence is significantly higher once those spatial links are taken into account. Likewise, Wang, Wong and Granato (2015) find that the comovement of growth across countries is well explained by the geographic distance between them.
These two empirical literatures share a common concern, namely the dependence of economic growth across countries and regions. But methodologically they take very different views. The first literature stresses shocks with global reach, affecting all countries or regions under consideration. The second literature puts the emphasis on the linkages generating dependence between particular countries or regions. The two views roughly correspond to the distinction between strong and weak cross-sectional dependence, respectively. Strong dependence arises from pervasive common shocks. In turn, weak dependence between specific countries primarily reflects their economic and/or geographic proximity.
1 Strong dependence is typically analyzed with factor models (as done, for example, by Kose, Otrok and Whiteman (2003) ), while weak dependence is typically analyzed with spatial models highlighting geographic or economic distance (as in, e.g., Ho, Wang and Yu (2013) ).
So far, the empirical literature on growth interdependence and international business cycles has taken into account one or the other form of dependence -but not both. However, identifying correctly the type of cross-sectional dependence at work can be quite important for estimation of and inference on empirical growth models. While details may depend on the specific model under consideration, ignoring strong dependence in the estimation when it is present will generally lead to inconsistent estimates if the omitted common shocks are correlated with the model's regressors (Pesaran and Tosetti (2011) ).
Conversely, introducing common factors in the estimation when only weak dependence is at play may similarly yield inconsistent estimates (Onatski (2012) ). In turn, the consequences of neglecting spatial dependence when it is present depend on its precise form. If spatial dependence accrues through the model's error term, ignoring it will only cause loss of efficiency; however, ignoring spatial dependence in the dependent variable and/or the independent variables may produce biased and inconsistent estimates of the parameters of the remaining variables (LeSage and Pace (2009)).
In reality, however, the two forms of dependence are likely to be simultaneously present. Indeed, growth in a given country is likely to be affected by both global shocks and shocks to economically nearby countries -with closeness defined by bilateral trade intensity, financial linkages, and so on. The main contribution of this paper is to bring both perspectives together.
We analyze the international comovement of GDP growth in a sample comprising more than 100 advanced and emerging countries, using an encompassing empirical framework including both spatial effects and common factors. This allows us to assess quantitatively the respective roles of strong and weak cross-sectional dependence in the observed patterns of GDP growth across the world, and to illustrate the consequences of ignoring either (or both) of them. To our knowledge, only Bailey, Holly and Pesaran (2016) , who examine the patterns of house prices across U.S. metropolitan areas, and Vega and Elhorst (2016) , who study regional unemployment trends across the Netherlands, have employed a similarly encompassing approach.
We assume that spatial interactions between countries occur through growth itself. This seems a natural way to model the linkages between national economies, and is the same approach followed by Ho, Wang and Yu (2013) , as well as the GVAR literature on global business cycle dynamics. However, it also implies that the two-step estimation methods employed by Bailey, Holly and Pesaran (2016) , who assume that the interaction occurs through the spatial error, are not applicable. Instead, we use the quasi-maximum likelihood (QML) estimator recently introduced by Shi and Lee (2017) , which permits joint consideration of common factors and spatial dependence in a dynamic framework. Because the factors and their loadings are treated as parameters, and their number grows with sample size, they pose an incidental parameter problem that introduces asymptotic bias in the QML estimator. The bias correction developed by Shi and Lee (2017) addresses this issue.
In light of the earlier literature, we experiment with two alternative specifications of the spatial weight matrix that summarizes interactions between countries. We use both a bilateral trade weight matrix, as done by Ho, Wang and Yu (2013) , and a bilateral geographical distance weight matrix, as done by Wang, Wong and Granato (2015) .
Our country sample contains both advanced and developing economies. The former are likely to be more deeply integrated than the latter in the international economy, and hence more exposed to the international business cycle. Hence we also estimate the empirical growth model on a subsample of 21 advanced countries. This allows us to assess differences between these countries and the rest regarding the extent and nature of cross-sectional dependence. Estimation results using the two alternative specifications of the spatial weight matrix show that growth exhibits significant inertia, somewhat higher in the advanced country subsample than in the full sample. There is strong evidence of spatial effects, summarized by a positive contemporaneous spatial lag and a negative spatial-time lag, with both statistically significant in virtually all specifications, implying that local interactions are important to understand the international comovement of growth. However, the estimated spatial effects are substantially larger when modeling spatial dependence in terms of bilateral trade. Importantly, growth also reflects a latent common factor, which we interpret as capturing the global business cycle. The factor shows a robust positive correlation with a measure of worldwide total factor productivity -as found by Crucini, Kose, and Otrok (2011) for G-7 countries.
The model does a good job at accounting for the pattern of growth across the world and in particular its cross-country dependence. We find that the global cycle -as summarized by the common factor -and spatial interactions account for a substantial portion of the variance of GDP growth -around a quarter in the full sample, and over half in the advanced-country subsample.
Our results also speak to the determinants of countries' exposure to global shocks, an issue at the core of the policy debate. We find that the impact of the common factor on GDP growth is significantly bigger in countries with more open trade accounts, and those whose production structure is more tilted towards commodities.
Finally, the paper underscores the importance of properly addressing cross-sectional dependence, both strong and weak, in cross-country growth empirics. Ignoring it, by omitting both common factors and spatial effects, leads to a gross overstatement of the persistence of growth. It also weakens dramatically the estimated model's in-sample fit, as well as its out-of-sample forecasting ability. Including either the common factor or the spatial effects helps mitigate these problems, but does not fully address the crosssectional dependence. Including both the factor and the spatial effect yields the best model performance, in terms of both in-sample fit and out-of-sample forecasting.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the factor-augmented dynamic spatial model of output growth employed in the paper. Section 3 presents the data. Section 4 reports the results, and Section 5 provides some conclusions.
Analytical framework
To study the international business cycle, we use a dynamic model that allows for both pervasive cross-sectional dependence through common factors and localized dependence through spatial linkages. We next describe the model and summarize our estimation approach.
A factor-augmented dynamic spatial model of growth
Let g it denote the real output growth in country i = 1, . . . , n at time t = 1, . . . , T , and let g t = (g 1t , ..., g nt ) . We assume that g t follows a spatial dynamic panel data (SDPD) model of the form:
Thus, each country's real output growth is related to current real output growth in (economically) neighboring countries, W g t , where W is an n × n spatial weight matrix; lagged real output growth in the own country, g t−1 , as well as in neighboring countries W g t−1 ; a set of r time-varying unobserved factors f t common to all countries; and a stochastic disturbance V t . This general specification allows for both spatial dependence, unobserved common factors and growth persistence. Spatial dependence, embedded in the spatially-lagged dependent variable Wg t as well as its time-lagged value Wg t−1 , reflects the effects of current and lagged real output growth of nearby countries on the real output growth of a particular country, see e.g Ho, Wang and Yu (2013) and Ertur and Koch (2007) . The extent of spatial dependence is measured by the contemporaneous spatial autoregressive parameter ρ and the space-time lag coefficient λ.
2 The relative contribution of each country to the overall spatial effect is measured by the spatial weight matrix W, which can be understood as providing a measure of economic proximity between countries.
In turn, the unobserved common factors f t capture systemic shocks that affect real output growth across all countries. The n × r matrix of factor loadings Ψ measures the (possibly heterogeneous) effect of the factors on each country's growth. Finally, growth persistence is captured by the parameter β on the lagged endogenous variable. Equation (1) nests various models as special cases. For example, in the absence of spatial dependence (ρ = 0 and λ = 0), equation (1) simplifies to a factor-augmented model relating real output growth to observable lagged growth plus latent common factors, see e.g. Kose, Otrok and Whiteman (2003) , Jorg and Sandra (2016) or Moench, Ng and Potter (2013) .
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In these specifications, the spatial dependence between countries is parameterized by the n×n spatial weight matrix W. The matrix is assumed to be non-stochastic, with the properties (i) W ij ≥ 0 for i = j, and (ii) W ij = 0 for i = j. The first property indicates that the elements of W are non-negative known constants. The second property states 2 The parameter λ, termed 'diffusion parameter' by Shi and Lee (2017) , captures spatio-temporal correlations in output growth that may result from partial adjustment or inter-temporal decision making by economic agents, see e.g., Tao and Yu (2012) .
3 Equation (1) can also be seen as a variant of the GVAR model of Chudik and Pesaran (2016) imposing constant β, λ and ρ across. In turn, the common factor framework in (1) encompasses individual and time period fixed effects as a particular case (Shi and Lee (2017) ). To see this, consider the specification
where ζ = (ζ 1 ζ 2 · · ζ) are individual effects, and ξ t are time effects with ι = (1 1 · · 1) , where
that countries are not neighbors to themselves. In empirical applications the weight matrix W typically is row-normalized, such that n i =j W ij = 1, see Anselin (1988) . Further, define S = (I − ρW ). Assuming that S is invertible, and letting A = S −1 (βI + λW ), equation (1) can be written as g t = Ag t−1 + S −1 (Ψf t + V t ). Recurrent substitution yields
With a row-normalized spatial weight matrix W , the sequence {A h } ∞ h=0 is summable in absolute value, and the initial condition g 0 becomes asymptotically irrelevant when T → ∞, provided the model's parameters lie in the region
where ω min is the smallest characteristic root of the weight matrix W, see Shi and Lee (2017) . Equation (2) helps trace out the impulse responses to a unit shock in a given country (i.e., a particular element of V t ) both over time and across countries, as will be discussed in Section 4.
Estimation approach
Estimation of the model (1) poses some special issues because of the simultaneous presence of common factors and spatial effects. Both features are also present in the empirical specification employed by Bailey, Holly and Pesaran (2016) , who use a two-stage approach to estimate their model: they estimate the common factors and the model's parameters at the first stage, and the spatial effects at the second stage. In their case, however, the spatial effects accrue through the error term, while here they accrue through the dependent variable.
This implies that the two-stage estimation approach is not applicable in our setting. The reason is that ignoring the spatial effects in the first-stage estimation, as done by Bailey, Holly and Pesaran (2016) , would yield inconsistent estimates.
In settings more similar to ours, Kuersteiner and Prucha (2015) propose a GMMtype estimator, while Bai and Li (2015) develop a quasi-maximum likelihood (QML) estimator. In this paper, we employ the QML estimation approach recently developed by Shi and Lee (2017) . We provide a brief outline next, and refer the reader to Shi and Lee (2017) for the full details.
In equation (1), let Z t = (g t−1 , Wg t−1 ). Define the parameters of the model as η = (δ , ρ) with δ = ( λ) , σ 2 , Ψ and F T . Then the quasi-log likelihood function of the model in equation (1) is
Dropping the constant term − 
While here the number of common factors r is assumed to be known, for the estimation it is determined using information criteria, as will be discussed below.
Due to the presence of the factors and their loadings, the number of parameters in the model increases with the sample size. Focusing on η as the parameter of interest, and concentrating out the factors and their loadings applying principal component analysis, the concentrated log-likelihood is
where
The QML estimator is derived from the optimization problem in equation (5). The estimate of the factor loadings Ψ is computed from the eigenvectors associated with the first r largest eigenvalues of (S −
The estimate of F T is obtained analogously by switching T and n.
The QML estimator of the regression coefficients is consistent and asymptotically normal. However, it may be asymptotically biased owing to an incidental parameters problem that arises from the presence of predetermined regressors (the lagged dependent variable) as well as the interaction between the spatial effects and the factor loadings. To tackle this issue, Shi and Lee (2017) develop a bias correction that yields an asymptotically normal, properly-centered estimator.
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The estimations reported below for the specifications including common factors employ the bias-corrected estimator; Appendix B provides a brief description of the correction.
Data
We use a large cross-country data set drawn from the United Nations National Accounts database. To circumvent potential outliers and data errors, we exclude (i) very small economies with total population less than 500,000, owing to their often extreme volatility; (ii) countries featuring any observations with annual real GDP growth in excess of 40%; and (iii) countries with standard deviation of real GDP growth exceeding 10%. This yields a balanced panel of 117 countries over the period 1970-2016. 6 The sample countries account for more than 90% of world GDP in 2016.
5 Vega and Elhorst (2016) also employ QML estimation in a setting featuring both spatial effects and common factors, specifying the latter as cross-sectional averages as in Pesaran and Tosetti (2011) , and assuming that each cross-sectional unit is too small to affect the averages, so that they can be assumed exogenous -an assumption unlikely to hold in our setting as the sample includes some very large economies. 6 We employ GDP growth data from the United Nations National Accounts database because it reaches up to 2016. In contrast, PWT data only reaches up to 2014. Over the common time sample, the correlation between the GDP growth rates derived from both sources exceeds 0.99.
Because advanced countries feature higher trade and financial integration (see Kose, Terrones and Prasad (2004) ) than other countries, which likely affects their growth comovement, we consider separately a sub-sample of 21 advanced economies. The full list of countries is given in Table A1 in the appendix.
Real GDP is measured in constant U.S. dollars (expressed in international prices, base 2010), and annual real output growth is computed as the first difference of the log of real GDP.
The spatial weight matrix that connects cross-sectional units (countries) is an important element in the empirical implementation of the model. We measure the economic distance between each pair of countries by the magnitude of their bilateral trade, following the view that bilateral trade intensities capture economic interactions and shock spillovers across countries, so that countries that trade more are economically more connected, see e.g. Frankel and Rose (1998) .
To construct the bilateral trade weight matrix, we use information on bilateral trade taken from the IMF Direction of Trade Statistics (DOT). Specifically, for a pair of countries i and j, i = j, entry i,j of the trade spatial weight matrix W is defined as
where Exports ij denotes the exports from country i to country j, and Imports ji are the imports of country i from country j. Once W has been computed, it is rescaled dividing each of its elements by the sum of its corresponding row, so that the rows of the rescaled matrix sum to unity. 
where d ij is the great-circle distance between the capital cities of countries i and j.
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To assess the covariates of the common factors, we consider three candidate variables, namely, (i) total factor productivity; (ii) policy uncertainty, and (iii) the U.S. short-term real interest rate. Crucini, Kose, and Otrok (2011) find that total factor productivity is the leading driver of the business cycle of G-7 countries. They also find a relatively minor contribution of monetary policy. In turn, Baker and Bloom (2013) show that policy uncertainty plays an important role in driving business cycles.
Total factor productivity (TFP) is computed from the standard Solow residual using capital and labor inputs, and is drawn from the Penn World Tables version 9.0. Policy 7 Such row standardization of the weight matrix facilitates the interpretation of the model coefficients, see Anselin (1988) .
8 The great-circle distance, the shortest distance between any two country capitals, is computed as:
where radius is the Earth's radius, and lat and long are, respectively, latitude and longitude for country capitals i and j. The latitude and longitude coordinates for each of the country capitals in our sample were collected from the CEPII database. uncertainty is measured using the U.S. policy uncertainty index of Baker, Bloom and Davis (2016) . The U.S. real interest rate is taken from the Fred dataset.
To assess the determinants of exposure to global shocks, we regress factor loadings on a set of variables capturing countries' policy and structural features, namely: (i) trade openness measured as total exports plus imports as a percentage of GDP; (ii) financial openness measured by the Chinn-Ito index of capital account openness; (iii) financial depth, measured by domestic credit to the private sector as a percentage of GDP; (iv) the extent of commodity specialization, measured by net real exports of commodities over GDP as in Leamer (1984 Leamer ( , 1995 ; (v) the degree of flexibility of the exchange rate regime, summarized by the index of de facto exchange rate arrangements of Ghosh, Ostry, Kapan and Qureshi (2015); (vi) the size of the public sector measured as government consumption as a percentage of GDP; and (vii) the size of the economy, as captured by total population. Figure 1 depicts the time path of average real GDP growth for both the full and advanced country samples. The trends are similar in both cases, although growth is consistently higher in the former (3.6% on average over the entire sample period) than in the latter (2.3%). The figure also shows major recessions at the time of the oil shock of the mid 1970s as well as in 2008/09 following the global financial crisis. Average growth falls more sharply in the latter episode, and the fall is more severe for advanced countries (see also Kose, Otrok and Prasad (2012) ).
Empirical results
As a first step, we compute the pairwise correlation of real output growth across countries, and visualize it using network maps.
9 Figure 2 shows the network map of pairwise growth correlations for the full sample. The average and median correlations are, respectively, 0.103 and 0.088. To avoid cluttering the figure, we only depict those correlations above a threshold value of 0.4. In the network map, the correlation between two countries is indicated by the connecting line, and the position of the countries is determined by the magnitude of the pairwise correlations, such that countries that exhibit stronger correlations are located near each other. As shown, most of the advanced economies locate near each other. There is a cluster of countries featuring high pairwise correlations that comprises Austria, Belgium, Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, the Netherlands, USA and Colombia, among others. African countries such as Togo, the Comoros and Burundi exhibit relatively low connection in the system. Table A1 .
Similarly, Figure 3 displays the network map of pairwise growth correlations for the advanced countries. The average and median correlations are, respectively, 0.478 and 0.476. Because pairwise correlations are generally higher among advanced countries than in the full sample, we use a higher threshold value of 0.6 in Figure 3 . By this measure, most of the advanced countries are connected with at least one country, except for Greece, Ireland, Norway, New Zealand, and Switzerland. European Union countries such as Belgium, Germany, France, the Netherlands, Portugal and Spain appear to be connected with a larger number of countries than the rest. Table A1 .
While the pairwise correlations indicated in Figures 2 and 3 provide a first hint of the extent of cross-sectional dependence of real output growth, a more formal assessment can be made using two suitable statistics. The first one is the cross-sectional dependence (CD) test statistic of Pesaran (2015) , which is based on a simple average of pairwise correlation coefficients. The statistic is given by
where thê r ij are the estimated pairwise correlation coefficients. Under the null of weak crosssectional dependence, CD d − → N (0, 1) for N → ∞ and large T ; see Pesaran (2015) . The second statistic is the exponent of cross-sectional dependence of Bailey, Kapetanios and Pesaran (2015) , defined by the standard deviation of the cross-sectional average of the observations. Specifically, the exponent α is given by Std.(x t ) = O(N α−1 ), wherex t is a simple cross-sectional average of observations
α takes a value between 0 and 1. A value of 1 indicates strong cross-sectional dependence, of the type usually captured with (strong) factor models.
10 Table 1 reports the Pesaran CD test statistic and the exponent of cross-sectional 10 In a general factor model setting the exponent of cross-sectional dependence can be interpreted as the rate at which the factor loadings (fail to) die off as cross-sectional sample size increases, see Bailey, Kapetanios and Pesaran (2015) .
dependence of real GDP growth, for the full sample (left panel) and the advancedcountry sample (right panel). The CD test statistic is above 40 for both samples, overwhelmingly rejecting the null. Table 1 also reports the exponent of cross-sectional dependence α along with 95% confidence bands, for both the advanced and full country samples. The estimated value of α is 1 in the advanced-country sample (with a confidence region reaching well above 1) and .94 in the full sample. In both cases, the results point to the presence of strong common factors in the output growth data, consistent with the findings of, e.g., Kose, Otrok and Whiteman (2003) . Notes: GDP growth is the first difference of the log of real GDP. 'Exponent of CSD' is the exponent of cross-sectional dependence of Bailey, Kapetanios and Pesaran (2015) , and values in parenthesis are its 95% confidence bands. The sample period is 1970-2016.
Model estimation results
In order to estimate the factor-augmented dynamic spatial model (1), we first need to determine the number of unobserved common factors. To do so, we compute the IC, BIC and HQ information criteria proposed by Choi and Jeong (2018) setting the maximum number of factors to 5.
11 The results are shown in Table 2 . The upper panel of the table reports results for the full sample, and the bottom panel reports results for the advanced-country sample. For the full sample, both the IC and HQ criteria suggest one factor while the BIC criterion suggests zero factors. For the advanced country sample, the BIC and HQ suggest one factor while the IC criterion suggests two factors (by a very narrow margin). We opt for employing one factor in all the estimations below. We turn to the main estimation results. Table 3 reports model estimates for the full sample (left panel) and the advanced-country-sample (right panel). In each case, the two columns in the table correspond to the two alternative spatial weight matrix-bilateral trade and bilateral inverse distance.
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Consider first the full-sample results on the first two columns of the table. The coefficient estimate of lagged output growth is positive and statistically significant across all specifications indicating a significant degree of inertia in output growth. Notes: GDP growth is the first difference of the log of real GDP. 'Exponent of CSD' is the exponent of cross-sectional dependence of Bailey, Kapetanios and Pesaran (2015) . The sample period covers 1970-2016. Turning to the spatial effects, the coefficient estimate of the contemporaneous spatial lag is positive and statistically significant. Its magnitude is much bigger under the trade weight matrix than under the distance matrix. The positive contemporaneous spatial lag indicates that higher output growth in a country tends to raise growth of countries nearby in terms of both bilateral trade and geographical distance. This result, consistent with Ertur and Koch (2007) and Ertur and Koch (2011) , implies that spatial spillover effects are important to understand growth, and countries cannot be treated as spatially independent. Still, the parameter estimate on the spatial lag is much larger when using the trade weight matrix than when using the distance matrix. Similarly, the space-time lag is negative and statistically significant under the trade weight matrix but becomes insignificant under the distance weight matrix.
The factor-augmented dynamic model does a good job at capturing the cross-sectional dependence shown in Table 1 . The CD test statistic given in the bottom panel of Table 3 finds little evidence of residual cross-sectional dependence. The exponent of cross-sectional dependence also indicates no strong cross-sectional dependence in the residuals of any of the specifications.
The estimates from the advanced-country sample, shown in the third and fourth columns of Table 3 , tend to follow the same sign and significance patterns of the fullcountry estimates. There are some differences, however. The estimated spatial effects are consistently larger, in absolute value, than in the full sample, likely reflecting the deeper economic linkages among advanced countries relative to the rest. Like in the full sample, the spatial effects are also of larger magnitude under the trade weight matrix than under the distance weight matrix. Further, under the latter specification the CD statistic hints at residual cross-sectional dependence -suggesting that geographic distance does a poorer job than bilateral trade at capturing spatial dependence among advanced countries.
The bottom panel of Table 3 also reports the R 2 and its adjusted counterpart. 13 The model accounts for more than 20 percent of the variation of the dependent variable in the full sample, and over 50 percent in the advanced-country sample. In the full sample, the goodness of fit is similar under both specifications of the spatial weight matrix, while the trade matrix specification provides the better fit in the advanced country sample. By this measure, the model's explanatory power compares favorably with that of the multilevel factor model of Kose, Otrok and Whiteman (2003) , which accounts for some 17 and 42 percent of the variance of growth of the median country in its world and G7 samples, respectively.
14 For the specifications estimated in Table 3, Tables A3 and A4 in the appendix further report the correlation between the actual and fitted values by country for the full and advanced-country samples, respectively. The median value of the correlation is around .45 for the full sample and over .70 for the advanced-country sample under both the bilateral trade and inverse distance weight matrices. However, there is considerable heterogeneity across countries, especially in the full sample. Guatemala, Romania and Spain exhibit correlations above 0.75 under both weight matrices, while a handful of poor countries, mostly in Sub-Saharan Africa (Benin, Burkina Faso, Guinea-Bissau, Nepal, Senegal) show negative correlations. In the advanced country sample, two-thirds 13 R 2 is measured by the square of the correlation between the actual and predicted values of the dependent variable; see Elhorst (2014) .
14 These figures are based on their Table 4 , and comprise the contribution of both the global and the regional factors in their model. Kose, Otrok and Prasad (2012) of the countries exhibit correlations above .7 under both the bilateral trade and the distance weight matrices. In contrast, Australia and New Zealand exhibit much lower correlations (around 0.3), indicating their (economic) remoteness within the system.
Transmission of spatial impacts
The fundamental implication of the dynamic spatial model is that a shock in a particular country affects growth not only in that country, but also in neighboring countries within the spatial system. Incorporating the spatial interaction effects helps better understand the nature and magnitude of spillover effects across countries. To illustrate the spatial spillovers implied by the estimates of the model, consider equation (1) rewritten as:
Then, recursive substitution shows that the effect h-periods ahead of a one-time shock to V t is
The short-run effect is just ∂gt ∂Vt
Hence the impact of a shock hitting a particular country (i.e., a shock to a particular element of V t ) diminishes with distance at a rate that depends on the elements of the weight matrix W and the spatial coefficient ρ. It also declines over time at a rate that depends on λ, β and ρ. The larger (in absolute value) these parameters, the larger the eigenvalues of the transition matrix [(I − ρW ) −1 (βI + λW )], and the more persistent the effects of the shock.
For illustration, Figure 4 reports the impact on selected countries of one-time shocks to real output growth in the U.S., the U.K., Germany, Turkey, Mexico and Brazil. The graphs show the response obtained with the full-sample estimates using the trade weight matrix. In each case, the graphs show the contemporaneous response to a unit shock to output growth, and the dynamics over the subsequent three years.
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The short-run effects are, in some cases, fairly substantial. For example, a 1-percentage point shock to U.S. growth raises growth in Mexico by more than 0.8 percent. It also has sizable impacts on Brazil. Similarly, a shock to Germany raises growth in Turkey by close to a quarter point.
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Convergence is monotonic and quite fast -after just three years, the impacts have virtually vanished. The reason is that the eigenvalues of the transition matrix turn out to be fairly small in absolute value (under 0.4), thus implying little persistence. To further illustrate the propagation of output shocks, we compute the contemporaneous responses to a one-time shock to U.S., China and German output growth using the full-sample estimates under the trade specification of the weight matrix. The results are summarized in Figure 5 . In the figure, the direction of the arrows indicates the transmission of shocks from the source country to the (economically) neighboring countries, while the thickness of the line indicates the magnitude of the shock spillovers. The closer a country is to the source country (in terms of the trade weight matrix), the bigger is the spillover. Canada, Mexico, Colombia and Haiti appear to be the most affected by a U.S. output growth shock. Output growth shocks in Germany and China have their largest impacts on Austria and Hong Kong, respectively. 
c) Germany
Notes: The graph shows the short-run transmission of a one-time shock from the U.S., China and Germany to other countries. The thickness of the arrows in the graph indicates the magnitude of the impact, i.e the thicker the arrow, the bigger the impact.
The common factor and the global business cycle
A crucial element of the empirical model is the unobserved common factor driving output growth around the world. Figure 6 depicts the common factors obtained from the model estimation under each of the weight matrices, for both the advanced-country and the full sample, along with the growth rate of world and advanced-country GDP. In both cases the common factor tracks aggregate GDP growth fairly closely. For the full country sample, the correlation of the factor with world GDP growth is .64 and .61 under the trade and distance weight matrix, respectively. For the advanced-country subsample, the correlations are .78 and .79.
Consistent with the findings of Kose, Otrok and Whiteman (2003) , the swings in the estimated factors reflect major economic episodes of the last four and a half decadesthe recessions of the mid 1970s and early 1980s, the downturn of the early 1990s, and the financial crisis of 2008/09. The estimated common factors are very similar across the bilateral trade and distance matrix specifications in Table 3 . For the full country sample, their pairwise correlations exceed .92; for the advanced-country sub-sample they exceed .97. Kose, Otrok and Whiteman (2003) and Crucini, Kose, and Otrok (2011) also find a common factor behind worldwide and G-7 GDP growth, respectively. The latter paper also examines the drivers of the G-7 common factor, and concludes that productivity growth plays the leading role, in accordance with standard real business cycle models. In contrast, measures of monetary and fiscal policy, oil prices, and the terms of trade are much less important. On the other hand, more recent work by Baker and Bloom (2013) and Baker, Bloom and Davis (2016) shows that policy uncertainty also plays a significant role in driving business cycles among advanced countries, with increased uncertainty resulting in declines in aggregate output, investment, and employment. Notes: The dependent variable is the common factor from the full sample estimates in Table 3 . ∆ TFP is the first difference of total factor productivity (TFP), Uncertainty is the log of the U.S. economic policy uncertainty index taken from Baker, Bloom and Davis (2016) , Real interest rate is the U.S. real short-term interest rate. T-statistics in brackets computed with heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation consistent (HAC) standard errors. The regressions include a constant.
To assess the covariates of the global business cycle in our much broader country sample, Table 4 presents regressions of the estimated common factor on total factor productivity, policy uncertainty, and the U.S. short-term interest rate, taken as a measure of global monetary conditions. The upper panel reports the results obtained using as dependent variable the common factor derived from the model using the trade weight matrix, and the bottom panel reports the results obtained with the factor estimated when using the bilateral distance weight matrix.
The univariate regression results show that total factor productivity is positively correlated with the common factor, corroborating the findings of Crucini, Kose, and Otrok (2011) using data for G-7 countries. Next, the uncertainty index shows a negative sign with a statistically significant coefficient, showing that the adverse effect of uncertainty on output found by Baker, Bloom and Davis (2016) among major advanced countries also holds in our larger country sample. In turn, the U.S. short-term real interest rate is negatively correlated with the global factor under both configurations of the weight matrix, likely reflecting the action of supply-side monetary shocks (demand-side shocks should result in a positive sign). However, the regression coefficient is statistically insignificant under both weight matrices. Finally, the last column of the table shows that when all three variables are considered jointly, they can account for over one-third of the variation in the common factor. However, only TFP growth remains statistically significant.
The exposure to the global business cycle
As already noted, the common factor driving output growth across the world can be interpreted as a summary representation of the global business cycle. A natural question is what determines countries' exposure to the cycle -or, in other words, the sensitivity of their output growth to global shocks.
In our model, the factor loadings measure the response of each country's output growth to the common shocks. The estimated loadings (shown in Figure 7 ) are very similar across the two specifications in Table 3 : in the full country sample, their pairwise correlations exceed .96, while for the advanced-country sample the correlation exceeds .98. The loadings are positive in all cases, indicating that the global cycle affects the growth rate of all countries in the same direction. However, the magnitude of the loadings displays considerable variation across countries. In the full sample, the largest loadings belong to Botswana, Qatar and China when using the trade-based matrix, and Botswana, Qatar and Singapore when using the distance weight matrix. In the advanced-country sample, the largest loadings correspond by far to Ireland, followed by Portugal and Finland, in both the trade-based and distance weight matrices. It seems plausible to expect the loadings to vary systematically with key features of countries' structural and policy framework -such as their degree of financial development and/or international financial integration. To verify this conjecture, we regress the fullsample factor loadings on selected policy and structural indicators using the full-sample results.
Specifically, the variables we consider are trade openness, capital account openness, financial depth, commodity specialization, the degree of flexibility of the exchange rate regime, the relative size of the public sector, and country size.
On theoretical grounds, trade openness should raise business cycle interdependence by facilitating the transmission of shocks across countries, see Kose and Yi (2006) , Ductor and Leiva-Leon (2016) and Barrot, Calderón and Servén (2018) . In turn, financial openness plays in principle a more ambiguous role, as it might allow better diversification of real shocks but at the same time expose the economy to external financial disturbances. The same applies to domestic financial depth. Next, a higher degree of commodity specialization should raise the economy's exposure to global cycle, to the extent that it is partly driven by commodity price shocks; indeed, Barrot, Calderón and Servén (2018) find that commodity-intensive developing economies are more vulnerable than the rest to both real and financial external shocks.
In turn, exchange rate flexibility helps cushion external real shocks (e.g., Broda (2004)), but its ability to provide insulation from global financial disturbances remains debated. Influential work by Rey (2013) fails to find any difference across exchange rate regimes regarding their ability to shelter the economy from external (financial) shocks.
17 We also include public sector size, as measured by government consumption relative to GDP. The theoretical expectation is that a bigger public sector should help mitigate the impact of global disturbances. Finally, following Redding and Venables (2004) , we also include average population as a proxy measure of country size. In theory, a smaller country may exhibit higher growth fluctuations either because the world interest rate is less sensitive to shocks occurring in that country and/or small countries have relatively fewer firms and, thus are subject to higher growth fluctuations, see Giovanni and Levchenko (2012) .
As the factor loadings do not change over time, the regressions only make use of the cross-sectional variation, and therefore the explanatory variables are measured by their respective average over the entire 46-year time sample. Over this time span, they have surely undergone major changes, which should tend to obscure their relationship with the loadings. Hence the regressions probably understate the strength of that relationship. Table 3 on the variables shown. An increase in the value of the exchange rate regime variable denotes a more flexible regime. Population is the average population (in millions) during 1970-2016. T-statistics in brackets computed with heteroscedasticity-consistent standard errors. The regressions include a constant. Table 5 reports the regression results using the factor loadings as dependent variable. The upper panel reports the results obtained from the trade weight matrix, and the bottom panel reports the results obtained using the distance weight matrix. The univariate regressions show that exposure to the global business cycle significantly increases with countries' trade openness and commodity specialization, consistent with the results of Barrot, Calderón and Servén (2018) . This also holds true for regression results using all the variables jointly, as shown in the final column of the table. The remaining variables are insignificant in both the univariate and the multivariate regressions.
Sensitivity analysis
Finally, we examine the sensitivity of our main results to alternative ways of modeling the cross-country dependence of output growth. Our methodological setting employs both common factors and spatial effects, in contrast with the earlier literature that opts for one or the other. We next assess how this choice affects our results. For this purpose, we re-estimate the model omitting the common factor and the spatial effects -first jointly and then in turn.
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The results are shown in Table 6 . In the first column, cross-sectional dependence is ignored altogether, and common factors and spatial effects are both omitted -i.e., in terms of equation (1), we impose ρ = λ = 0 and Ψ = 0. In the second column, the model includes a common factor but no spatial effects (i.e., ρ = λ = 0). The last two columns rule out common factors (i.e., Ψ = 0) but allow for spatial effects described by the two alternative specifications of the spatial weight matrix. The top panel of Table  6 reports the results obtained with the full sample, and the bottom panel reports those obtained with the advanced-country sample.
The first column of Table 6 shows that ignoring cross-sectional dependence leads to distorted parameter estimates and to a marked deterioration of the model's empirical performance relative to that achieved when both spatial effects and common factors are allowed for (shown in Table 3 ). The parameter estimate on the lagged dependent variable almost doubles relative to that in Table 3 . Moreover, in both samples the CD statistic and the exponent of cross-sectional dependence show overwhelming evidence of (strong) residual dependence. In addition, the overall fit of the model, as measured by the R 2 , is quite poor. The second column of Table 6 adds a common factor but omits spatial effects. The parameter estimates of the lagged dependent variable are now much closer to those in Table 3 . In the full sample, both the CD statistic and the exponent of cross-sectional dependence fall sharply indicating no cross-sectional dependence in the residuals. In the advanced country sample, on the other hand, both the CD statistic and the exponent of cross-sectional dependence also fall sharply relative to those in the first column, but still hint at dependence among the residuals. Finally, the fit of the model shows a considerable improvement relative to the preceding column. Notes: GDP growth is the first difference of the log of real GDP. 'Exponent of CSD' is the exponent of cross-sectional dependence of Bailey, Kapetanios and Pesaran (2015) . The sample period covers 1970-2016.
The last two columns of Table 6 report estimates including spatial effects, for each of the two versions of the spatial weight matrix we consider, but excluding the common factor. In all cases, the estimates of the parameter on the lagged dependent variable exceed the values shown in Table 3 , likely exaggerating the persistence of growth. In turn, the spatial effects are strongly significant, except for the space-time lag under the trade matrix in the full sample. In fact, the magnitude and the significance of the spatial lag parameter appear substantially overstated relative to the results shown in Table 3 . In turn, the cross-sectional dependence statistics show in general lower values than in the first column of Table 6 , but the CD statistic still shows significant evidence against the null of weak dependence, suggesting that the spatial effects alone do not do enough to ameliorate the dependence in the data. Both the exponent of cross-sectional dependence and the CD statistic are higher in both samples under the distance weight matrix, which seems to imply that the problem is more acute in that setting. Lastly, the overall fit of the model, as measured by R 2 , improves substantially relative to the first column with the addition of the spatial variables, but remains lower than that of the factor-only model in the second column of the table. The same applies to theR 2 , even though the inclusion of the factor uses up a considerable number (i.e., T + N ) of degrees of freedom.
Overall, comparison of Tables 3 and 6 shows that both the common factor and the spatial effects contribute to the model's empirical performance -they complement each other in their ability to account for cross-sectional dependence, and to track the variation of the dependent variable. Inspection of theR 2 suggests that the encompassing models in Table 3 provide the best fit to the data despite their consumption of degrees of freedom. Table 7 reports further robustness checks on the specification of the empirical model. The first two columns add to the baseline specification in column 1 of Table 3 a spatial error term. The spatial error is significant only in the full-sample under the distance weight matrix, where the contemporaneous spatial lag coefficient becomes negative. The rest of the estimates show little change relative to the baseline. In the advanced-country sample, the parameter estimates of the space-time lag variable are insignificant, as is that of the spatial lag under the distance weight matrix. The CD statistic suggests the presence of residual cross-sectional dependence.
The third and fourth column employ two factors in the estimation, rather than the single factor used in the baseline specification as dictated by the information criteria. The main consequence is that the spatial lag coefficient becomes larger, especially under the trade weight matrix. The spatial effects follow the same pattern as in Table 3 -the estimated coefficients are larger (in absolute value) under the trade weight matrix than under the inverse distance weight matrix. With an additional factor, the fit of the model improves relative to that in Table 3 . However, in the advanced-country sample the CD statistics continue to show evidence against the null of weak cross-sectional dependence. Notes: GDP growth is the first difference of the log of real GDP. 'Exponent of CSD' is the exponent of cross-sectional dependence of Bailey, Kapetanios and Pesaran (2015) . The sample period covers 1970-2016.
Forecasting performance
Properly accounting for cross-sectional dependence can help improve the accuracy and efficiency of growth forecasts. This has been illustrated by Bjornland, Ravazzolo, and Thorsrud (2017) in the context of a latent factor model featuring one global factor. They find that exploiting the informational content of the common factor improves the accuracy of growth forecasts across a large panel of countries. Our empirical setting is different for two reasons. First, it features a lagged dependent variable. Second, it includes spatial effects in addition to a common factor. To assess the forecasting performance of our model, and in particular the respective contributions of the spatial effects and the common factor, we divide the sample into an estimation period from 1970 to 2013 and a forecasting period from 2014 to 2016. We estimate the model over the former period under both the distance and trade matrices, in the latter case using a re-computed trade weight matrix covering the years 1970 to 2013. We do this for the full model as well as the reduced models of Table 6 that exclude the common factors and/or the spatial effects -a total of four model versions under each weight matrix and country sample. Finally, for each of the model versions featuring a common factor, we fit an autoregressive model to the estimated factor; in every case, an AR(1) process proved sufficient.
Equipped with these estimates, we compute out-of-sample dynamic forecasts up to 3 years ahead. The results are reported in Table 8 . The prediction performance is measured by the root mean square error (RMSE). The upper panel reports results for the full sample and the lower panel reports the results for the advanced country sample, using the trade weight matrix (left three columns) and the distance weight matrix (right three columns).
Overall, three facts stand out. First, neglecting cross-sectional dependence altogether -by omitting both spatial effects and common factors -results in abysmal forecasting performance in all cases, especially markedly in the advanced-country subsample. Second, in most cases the model with both common factors and spatial effects exhibits the best performance. This accords with the finding in the preceding section that such model also offers the best in-sample fit. The main exception is the specification using the inverse distance weight matrix in the full-sample, under which the factor-only model does best at forecasting. Third, the factor-inclusive models with and without spatial effects exhibit very similar forecasting performance -in general, both outperform the spatial-only model (except for the 3-year forecast horizon in the full-sample, trade-matrix case), by a margin that is especially large in the advanced-country sample. 
Conclusion
Output growth displays substantial comovement across countries. Existing empirical literature has modeled the cross-sectional dependence of growth as reflecting either localized linkages across countries or regions, or pervasive common shocks -i.e., weak and strong cross-sectional dependence, respectively. In this paper we have brought both perspectives together by assessing the international comovement of GDP growth in a setting that allows for both spatial dependence and latent common factors, using annual GDP growth data over the years 1970-2016 for 117 advanced and developing countries.
In the paper's empirical setting, the dynamics of growth reflect the action of global common factors as well as spatial effects accruing through the growth of economically neighboring countries. Estimation employs a bias-corrected quasi-maximum likelihood procedure recently developed by Shi and Lee (2017) , alternatively considering all 117 sample countries, or a subsample of 21 advanced economies. To capture the interactions among countries, we employ two alternative spatial weight matrices -one based on bilateral trade, and another based on geographic distance. To determine the number of latent common factors driving GDP growth across the world, we use a variety of information criteria. On the whole, they indicate the presence of a single factor for both country samples considered.
Under the two alternative specifications of the spatial weight matrix and for the two samples considered, growth reflects the action of global shocks, as captured by a latent common factor which, as in Kose, Otrok and Whiteman (2003) , we interpret as summarizing the 'global business cycle'. Also, growth displays significant inertia. In addition, there is strong evidence of spatial effects, both contemporaneous and lagged -although their magnitude is consistently larger under the trade weight matrix than under the spatial weight matrix. The implication is that both global shocks and local interactions are important to understand the cross-country comovement of output growth.
In turn, the estimated common factor is strongly positively correlated with worldwide TFP growth, in line with the predictions of the standard real business cycle model.
Despite its simplicity, the empirical model does a good job at accounting for observed growth patterns: it accounts for over 50 percent of the variation of GDP growth in the advanced-country subsample, and over 20 percent in the full country sample.
Our results also shed light on the determinants of countries' exposure to global shocks, an issue at the core of the policy debate. We find that the impact of the common factor on real output growth is bigger in countries that exhibit higher trade openness and a larger degree of specialization on commodities.
Our results also illustrate the consequences of improperly ignoring cross-sectional dependence when analyzing cross-country growth patterns. Omitting both common factors and spatial effects from the empirical model causes major distortions in the parameter estimates, leading in particular to a gross overstatement of the persistence of growth. It also results in a sharp deterioration of the model's explanatory power, as well as its out-of-sample forecasting performance. Adding the common factor, while still omitting spatial effects, helps correct these problems, but leaves evidence of residual dependence in the advanced-country sample. In turn, allowing for spatial effects, while omitting the common factor, also improves the fit and parameter estimates, but leads to overstated spatial effects, strong residual dependence, and -in virtually all scenarios considered -inferior forecasting performance.
In summary, the paper's encompassing specification including common factors along with spatial effects offers the best performance in terms of both in-sample fit and out-ofsample forecasting. Overall, these results confirm the need to account for cross-sectional dependence, both strong and weak, in empirical modeling of growth across countries. 
